Qi Wireless Charging Pad

The fastest and easiest way to charge your smartphone with Qi wireless charging technology
Aluratek’s Qi Wireless Charging Pad is the fastest and easiest way to charge your smartphone* with an output of 10 watts. Charging with the Qi charging pad is as simple as drop and charge. Simply place your Qi enabled device directly on the charging pad and watch as your phone charges without wires! This one step process takes any complications out of charging out.

No more worries about cables falling out or being worn down! Keep your home or workspace clean without worrying about a tangled cable mess. The Qi Wireless Charging Pad works to charge your smartphone even through the case.** No need to worry even with thick cases.

*Charging feature only available to phones that are compatible with Qi wireless charging.

**Metal attachments or credit cards can effect charging

Overview:

- Place your smartphone directly on the Qi charging pad for wireless charging
- Charging output capacity of 10 watts
- Charge your smartphone even through the case.
- Power the Qi charging pad with the included USB cable
- Limited 1 Year Warranty

Features:

- Qi Wireless Charging Pad
- USB Cable
- Quick Start Guide
- Registration Card

Package Contents:

- Qi Wireless Charging Pad
- USB Cable
- Quick Start Guide
- Registration Card

Requirements:

- Compatible smartphones with Qi charging technology

1 YEAR Warranty